Chapter 46 - NOISE

Footnotes:

--- (1) ---

Cross reference— Blowing automobile horns at drive-ins, § 38-26(b); operation of disc jockey shows in connection with certain cafes, § 38-26(c); sounding warning device at street crossings required, § 58-2; unnecessary sounding of warning devices prohibited, § 58-3; vehicles not to be repaired in residential areas during certain hours, § 62-4.

State Law reference— Authority to regulate or restrict noises, G.S. 160A-184.

ARTICLE I. - IN GENERAL

Sec. 46-1. - Penalty.

The following shall be deemed to be expressly incorporated by reference within each section of this chapter: unless otherwise provided, a violation of this section, or any part thereof, shall constitute a Class 3 misdemeanor and shall subject the offender to a fine of not more than $500.00.

(Code 1975, § 14-4; Ord. No. 4657, § 13, 6-15-09; Ord. No. 4759, § 1, 7-16-12)

Sec. 46-1.1. - Reserved.

Editor's note— Ord. No. 4774, § 1, adopted December 17, 2012, repealed § 46-1.1, which pertained to definitions and derived from Ord. No. 4759, adopted July 16, 2012.

Sec. 46-2. - County noise ordinance adopted.

Except where otherwise stated, the county noise ordinance, entitled "Loud and disturbing noise," and subsequent amendments thereto are incorporated in this chapter by reference and shall be applicable within the corporate limits of the city. Copies of the ordinance are on file and available in the county clerk's office.

(Code 1975, § 14-2; Ord. No. 4315, § 1, 1-19-99; Ord. No. 4759, § 3, 7-16-12)

Sec. 46-3. - Reserved.


Sec. 46-4. - Streets adjacent to hospitals designated quiet zones.
cause to be made any unnecessary noise within such quiet zones where there are clearly visible signs maintained by the city designating such areas as quiet zones.

(Code 1975, § 14-3)

Sec. 46-5. - Sounds impacting residential life.

(a) The following activities, as they affect normal and customary activities in and around residences during nighttime hours, are deemed to be unreasonably loud. It shall be unlawful to carry on the following activities in any residentially zoned area of the city or within 300 feet of any residence in the city:

1. The operation of a front-end loader for refuse collection between the hours of 10:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m.;

2. The operation of garage machinery between the hours of 10:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m.; and

3. The operation of lawn mowers and other gasoline-powered domestic tools out-of-doors between the hours of 10:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m.

(b) This section shall not apply to operations which are carried on in such a manner or in such a location as not to create sounds that are plainly audible from the neighboring premises or residence and shall not apply to emergency operations designed to protect the public health and safety.

(c) Residence means any real property which is properly zoned, or is legally nonconforming, for residential use in accordance with the terms and maps of the Winston-Salem zoning ordinance and contains a structure or building in which one or more persons may reside, such as a single-family residential building, a duplex residential building, a townhouse residential building, a twin home residential building, an urban residential building or a multifamily residential building.

(d) Due to the density or close proximity of residences to businesses in the Growth Management Area 1, certain activities in and around residences during the nighttime hours are unreasonably loud. It shall be unlawful to dump or engage in recycling activities involving glass bottles or cans within 300 feet of any residence in the Growth Management Area 1, between the hours of 12:00 a.m. and 6:00 a.m.

(Ord. No. 4542, § 1, 2-6-06; Ord. No. 4742, § 1, 2-20-12)

Sec. 46-6. - Exemptions to sounds impacting residential life.

Sounds caused by the following are exempt from the prohibitions against sounds impacting residential life:

(a) Repairs of utility structures which pose a clear and immediate danger to life, health, or significant loss of property;

(b) Sirens, whistles, or bells lawfully used by emergency vehicles, or other alarm systems used in case of collision, civil defense, police activity, or imminent danger;

(c) The emission of sound for the purpose of alerting persons to the existence of an emergency or the emission of sound in the performance of emergency work;

(d) Repairs or excavations of bridges, streets, highways or other utilities as well as manufacture of materials necessary to support these activities in a timely manner by or on behalf of Winston-Salem, the State of North Carolina, or the United States Federal Government, between the hours of 10:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m., when public welfare and convenience renders it impractical to perform the work between 6:00 a.m. and 10:00 p.m.;

(e) Outdoor school and playground activities. Reasonable activities conducted on public playgrounds and public or private school grounds, which are conducted in accordance with the
manner in which such spaces are generally used, including, but not limited to, school athletic and school entertainment events; and

(f) Other outdoor events. Outdoor gatherings, public dances, shows and sporting events, and other similar outdoor events for which a permit has been obtained from the appropriate permitting authority. However this exemption does not apply to activities covered by section 46-5(d).

(Ord. No. 4542, § 1, 2-6-06; Ord. No. 4742, § 2, 2-20-12; Ord. No. 4813, § 8, 4-21-14, eff. 7-1-14; Ord. No 4826, § 15, 8-18-14)

Sec. 46-7. - Noise; commercial establishments within an entertainment district.

(a) Definitions. The following definitions apply to this section:

1) Commercial establishment. An establishment used for commercial purposes, such as bars, restaurants, private offices, fitness clubs, night clubs, retail stores, banks and financial institutions, supermarkets, and other establishments with common business areas; provided that the term "commercial establishment" shall not include a multi-unit permanent or temporary dwelling where private home viewing occurs, such as hotels, dormitories, hospitals, apartments, condominiums and prisons.

2) Noise disturbance. Any sound or combination of sounds which, because of its volume or quality, tends to disturb reasonable persons of normal sensitivity or normal human activity.

3) Person. Any individual, association, firm, partnership or corporation.

4) Person responsible. An owner, tenant, occupant, employee, agent or any other person who is or who appears to be responsible for the commercial establishment creating, allowing or causing to be created the noise disturbance in violation of this article.

5) Plainly audible. Any sound for which any of the content of that sound is unambiguous, verifiable and discernible, such as, but not limited to, comprehensible musical rhythms, and understandable speech, above ambient noise by a person using his or her unaided hearing faculties from the distances specified herein. For the purpose of enforcement of this Code, the detection of any component of sound, including, but not limited to, rhythmic bass by a person using his or her unaided hearing faculties is sufficient to verify plainly audible sound. It is not necessary for the person to determine the title or name the artist of the music.

6) Public area. Any real property or structure(s) thereon which is owned or controlled by a governmental entity.

(b) Standards. Except as provided herein, the county noise ordinance which is applicable within the city limits shall not apply to any commercial establishment within an area of the city designated as an "entertainment district" in accordance with city's unified development ordinances. It shall be unlawful for a commercial establishment within an entertainment district to play, operate, or cause to be played or operated, any amplified or non-amplified musical instrument or sound reproduction device in a manner that causes a noise disturbance on any neighboring premises or public area. For the purposes of this section, a noise disturbance shall be presumed to exist where the sound or noise caused by or arising out of any activity described herein is plainly audible within any occupied structure not the source of the sound or noise or within any public area in excess of 300 feet measured from the perimeter of the entertainment district.

The person responsible for and in charge of the commercial establishment or activities on the premises of such an establishment is responsible and liable for any violations of this article by any tenant, guest, invitee, permittee or licensee in the establishment or on the premises of such.

(Ord. No. 4774, § 2, 12-17-12)
Editor's note—Ord. No. 4774, § 2, adopted December 17, 2012, repealed § 46-7, and enacted a new § 46-7 as set out herein. The former 46-7 pertained to noise enhanced areas; commercial establishments and derived from Ord. No. 4759, adopted July 16, 2012.

Sec. 46-8. - Reserved.

Editor's note—Ord. No. 4774, § 3, adopted December 17, 2012, repealed § 46-8, which pertained to petition for designation as a noise enhanced area and derived from Ord. No. 4759, adopted July 16, 2012.

Sec. 46-9. - Reserved.

Editor's note—Ord. No. 4774, § 3, adopted December 17, 2012, repealed § 46-9, which pertained to denial or revocation of petition for designation as a noise enhanced area and derived from Ord. No. 4759, adopted July 16, 2012.

Sec. 46-10. - Reserved.


Sec. 46-11. - Reserved.


Secs. 46-12—46-30. - Reserved.

ARTICLE II. - SOUND TRUCKS AND SOUND AMPLIFYING EQUIPMENT

Sec. 46-31. - Definitions.

The following words, terms and phrases, when used in this article, shall have the meanings ascribed to them in this section, except where the context clearly indicates a different meaning:

Sound amplifying equipment means any machine or device for the amplification of the human voice or music, or any other sound amplifying equipment, and shall include megaphones, amplifiers, walkie-talkies, amplifiers on fronts of business buildings or other sound devices. The term "sound amplifying equipment" shall not be construed as including standard automobile radios when used and heard only by occupants of the vehicle in which installed, or warning devices on authorized emergency vehicles, or horns or other warning devices on other vehicles, whistles or other similar devices used only for traffic safety purposes.
Sound truck or other conveyance means any vehicle, whether motorized or not, and any airplane, balloon, dirigible or other type of aircraft, having mounted therein or thereon or attached thereto any sound amplifying equipment.

(Code 1975, § 14-14; Ord. No. 4813, § 9, 4-21-14, eff. 7-1-14)

**Cross reference**— Definitions generally, § 1-2.

Sec. 46-32. - Commercial advertising.

It shall be unlawful for any person to operate, or cause to be operated, any sound amplifying equipment, sound truck or other conveyance for commercial sound advertising purposes on any street, public square, playground or other recreational area or on any public alley in the city, without first obtaining a permit from the city, which permit may be granted by the community and business development department following the department's review and, where appropriate, the review of the city's recreation and parks director and other city personnel, of an application for a permit submitted, by the person proposing to use such equipment, sound truck or other conveyance ("applicant"), at least 48 hours in advance of the proposed use. The application must contain the same information required by section 46-33.

The permit may be granted, denied or revoked by the community and business development department. If the permit is granted, the use of such sound amplifying equipment, sound truck or other conveyance shall be subject to the same limitations set forth in section 46-33. The applicant shall keep a copy of the permit with him when the sound amplifying equipment, sound truck or conveyance is in use and shall produce the same upon the request of a police officer. A permit may be denied or revoked if such sound amplifying equipment, sound truck or other conveyance will create a public nuisance, endanger the public peace or create a substantial public safety hazard. Such denial or revocation shall be final. The applicant shall be notified of said denial or revocation.

(Code 1975, § 14-15; Ord. No. 4813, § 10, 4-21-14, eff. 7-1-14)

Sec. 46-33. - Noncommercial use.

(a) Application required. Before any person shall use any sound amplifying equipment, a sound truck, or other conveyance while operating its sound amplifying equipment for noncommercial purposes on any street, sidewalk, mall, public square, playground, park or other city recreational area, he shall file an application for the use of such equipment, sound truck or other conveyance at least 48 hours in advance of the proposed use with the community and business development department and obtain a permit for said use from the community and business development department. Said department shall be in charge of processing the application which process shall consist of providing a copy of the same to the appropriate city personnel in other city departments including the city's recreation and parks director for review. The application shall include the following:

(1) Name, home telephone number and home address of the applicant.

(2) Address, business telephone number, email address and place of business of the applicant.

(3) Type, license number and motor number of the sound truck or other conveyance to be used by the applicant.

(4) Name and address of the person who owns the sound truck or other conveyance or sound amplifying equipment.

(5) Name and address of the person having direct charge of the sound truck or other conveyance or sound amplifying equipment.
(6) Names and addresses of all persons who will use or operate the sound truck or other conveyance or sound amplifying equipment.

(7) The purpose for which the sound truck or other conveyance or sound amplifying equipment will be used.

(8) A general statement as to the section of the city in or over which the sound truck or other conveyance will be used, or the public parks, public playgrounds or other recreational area at which the sound amplifying equipment will be used.

(9) The proposed hours of operation of the sound truck or other conveyance or sound amplifying equipment.

(10) The proposed dates for operation of the sound truck or other conveyance or sound amplifying equipment.

(11) A general description of the sound amplifying equipment which is to be used.

(12) The maximum sound-producing power of the sound truck or other conveyance, or otherwise stating the following:
   a. The wattage to be used.
   b. The volume in decibels of the sound which will be produced.
   c. The approximate maximum distance for which sound will be thrown from the sound truck or other conveyance or sound amplifying equipment.

(b) Changes to application. All persons using or causing to be used any sound truck or other conveyance or sound amplifying equipment for noncommercial purposes shall amend any application filed pursuant to subsection (a) of this section within 48 hours after any change in the information furnished.

(c) Application approval; possession and exhibition. The community and business development department shall approve the application and issue a permit to each applicant under subsection (a) of this section, provided there are no scheduling conflicts. Said permit shall be kept in the possession of any person operating the sound truck or other conveyance or sound amplifying equipment at all times while the sound amplifying equipment or any stationary amplifying sound equipment is in operation, and such permit shall be promptly displayed and shown to any police officer of the city upon request.

(d) Use restrictions generally. The noncommercial use of any sound amplifying equipment, sound truck or other conveyance with sound amplifying equipment in operation on any permitted street, sidewalk, mall, public square, playground, park or other city recreational area in the city, shall be subject to the following regulations:

   (1) The only sounds permitted are music or human speech.

   (2) Except as otherwise provided, operations are permitted for four hours each day, except on Sundays and legal holidays, when no operations shall be authorized. The permitted four hours of operation shall be between the hours of 11:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. and between the hours of 4:30 p.m. and 6:30 p.m.

   (3) Sound amplifying equipment shall not be operated unless the sound truck or other conveyance upon which such equipment is mounted is operated at a speed of at least ten miles per hour, except when such truck is stopped or impeded by traffic. Where stopped by traffic, the sound amplifying equipment shall not be operated for longer than one minute at each such stop.

   (4) **Sound shall not be issued within 100 yards of hospitals, schools or churches.**

   (5) No sound truck or other conveyance with its amplifying device in operation shall be operated on any street or on any public or private alley within the fire limits of the city as described in section 22-3.
(6) Except as otherwise provided, the volume of sound shall be controlled so that it will not be audible for a distance in excess of 100 feet from the sound truck and so that the volume is not a nuisance to persons within the area of audibility; provided, however, that the limitation of audibility to a distance not in excess of 100 feet shall not apply to sound issued from aircraft.

(7) No sound amplifying equipment shall be operated having an excess of 15 watts of power in the last stage of amplification.

(e) Use in public squares, parks and recreational areas. The regulations in subsection (d) of this section, insofar as applicable, shall apply to any noncommercial use of any sound amplifying equipment in public squares, parks and recreational areas, except that the hours for such use shall be between 2:00 p.m. and sunset on any day of the week, including Sundays and legal holidays, except for Winston Square and Corpening Plaza, where the hours of operation shall be unlimited. No such sound amplifying equipment shall be used on any public playground in connection with any public school building on days in which such public building is being used for school purposes. Further, the volume of sound from sound amplifying equipment used in public squares, parks and recreational areas shall be controlled so that it will not be audible for a distance in excess of 300 feet from the sound amplifying equipment.

(f) The permit provided for in this section shall be revoked if one or more the restrictions listed herein are violated. The applicant or holder of any permit so revoked shall be notified in writing of the revocation and the basis therefore. The revocation of a permit may be appealed by the applicant to the city manager within 48 hours of notification of the revocation. The appeal must be filed with the community and business development department within the aforementioned time. A hearing before the city manager or his designee shall be scheduled within 48 hours after receipt of the appeal. Within 48 hours after the hearing, the city manager or his designee shall notify the applicant or holder of his decision in writing. The city manager's decision shall be final.

(Code 1975, § 14-16; Ord. of 1-6-03, § 1; Ord. No. 4813, § 11, 4-21-14, eff. 7-1-14)

Sec. 46-34. - Drive-in theaters in residential districts.

It shall be unlawful for any person to create or permit sounds for entertainment, between the hours of 8:00 p.m. and 8:00 a.m., at an outdoor or so-called drive-in theater operated wholly or partially as a nonconforming use in any district zoned residential by the city zoning ordinance, which are audible within such residential district more than 1,000 feet from the point of origin. Creating or permitting such sounds in violation of this section is hereby declared to be a nuisance and is prohibited.

(Code 1975, § 14-17)

Sec. 46-35. - Mobile ice cream units.

(a) It shall be unlawful for any person selling or offering to sell ice cream products from local ice cream units on any of the streets of the city to use any amplified recorded sound upon the mobile ice cream units for the purpose of attracting customers, except in accordance with the following regulations:

(1) The amplified sound so used shall not be audible for a distance in excess of 600 feet from the point of amplification while the motor vehicles carrying such equipment are moving.

(2) The amplification equipment shall be turned off while the motor vehicle is stopped or parked for the purpose of vending products.

(3) The amplification equipment shall not be used after 9:00 p.m.

(b) It shall be the responsibility of the complainant, in the event of a violation of this section, to obtain the necessary warrant.
Sec. 46-36. - Radios, tape players or similar devices operated in street or other public area.

(a) Noise limit. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the county noise ordinance, no person shall cause, allow or permit the operating or playing of any radio, tape player or similar device that reproduces or amplifies sound in such a manner as to create noise at 50 feet from the device or vehicle containing that device when the device or vehicle is being operated in or on a public right-of-way or public space.

(b) Exceptions. This section shall not apply to the exceptions granted by sections 46-33 or 46-35.

(Code 1975, § 14-19; Ord. No. 4813, § 12, 4-21-14, eff. 7-1-14)